
ESSAY FRONT PAGE DESIGN

A strong cover page design is a great way to stylize your document. Word is used for writing serious research
documents and school essays.

Customize Individual Fields Click on each pre-formatted field the square brackets and the whole thing gets
highlighted with a blue field label on top. Frictionless, nearly zero-cost distribution is one of the great qualities
of digital publishing. Homemade magazine cover Fax cover sheets If you have a more serious academic paper
or business proposal to turn in, other cover page templates will probably be better suited for your needs.
Whether you're a student or parent, preparing for the school year will be a breeze. Covers meant to ease the
reader into the story. The three sections are as follows: APA Paper Title The title should follow the below
instructions: Not be more than 12 words long May take up to two lines on your paper if need be. Templates for
Educational Essays and Term Papers 5. Type in your version for the given field. The design on the cloth cover
cover 2 plays off the design of the slipcase. There are a lot of things that go into a professional Microsoft
Word document. Name of the Author This will be the only place that you put your name so your paper can be
anonymous when submitting it for review for publication without the title page. They are important but not
critical which is critical to giving the book an identity. So, once again check requirements and norms in order
to write a perfect essay. Basic Cover Page When basic is best for your report or paper, Template. The name of
professor. APA Cover page Cick the Image to Enlarge In APA format you will need to place a short version of
the title near the upper right corner of the cover page followed by the page number 1 of course. Again, just the
name of the institution is required, without any descriptive text preceding it. And take advantage of the second
page to start your paper off right with the convenient formatting. The positioning listed above is for MLA
which is the prevalent style used for humanities and social sciences. For example, the cover page template
featuring a man relaxing at home with his faithful dog by his side could be used as the cover page for a
homemade scrapbook featuring your pets or a collection of funny stories about your family. Iconographic
Large typography Bold If you're going to create top-stack digital covers, these are qualities worth embracing.
There is a tremendous opportunity for book designers and software engineers to figure out what our digital
book procession should be. Although the cover page format does not leave much space for creative approach,
you still can be creative when deciding on the title of your paper or in writing a cover letter for your text.
Select the one you like and click on it. The author name might appear by default if the Microsoft Office
installation is in your name. Essay Cover Page Template In the age of the Internet and information it is really
easy to find any information related to essay writing. If you would like to save the cover page for later use in
another document, select the entire cover page. Purple Lined Cover Page Do you like the larger area for the
abstract and creative design, but not necessarily the book theme? Look no further than ProfEssays. All
information in these lines should be: Double spaced Centered Use both upper and lower case text Use the
same easy-to-read serif font either specified by the institution or the APA recommended Times New Roman in
12 point.


